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Rules
1.  Each competitor has 3 minutes to eat as many hot dogs as possible.  The person with the
    most amount eaten at  the end of 3 minutes wins a $100 Buffalo Wild Wings gift  card.
    Show off  your competitive spirit ,  the best dressed competitor will  also win a prize.

2.  Competitors will  receive one plate of  five hot dogs and buns at  a time.  You can separate
    the hot dogs and buns,  but you must eat an equal amount of  hot dogs and buns.
    Example:  If  you eat 18 hot dogs and 19 buns you will  get points for 18 hot dogs.

3.  There will  be no condiments or utensils ,  only hot dog and bun eaten with hands.  

4.  Competitors are allowed to dunk the hot dog and bun in a cup for as many as 5 seconds.

5.  Water will  be provided any non-alcoholic beverage is  allowed but will  not be provided.

6.  Contestants will  wait  for the signal to start ,  and a stopwatch will  be used.

7.  Competitive name in the above slot will  be used by the MC and must be appropriate.

8.  Any eater who vomits during the competition will  be disqualified.

City State

Competitive Name   Examples - Deep Fried Diva or Meatloaf

The BCF Junior Fair Board hosts the 
First Annual Hot Dog Eating Contest!

Sponsored by Corey & Jaimie Mitchell



Waiver

I know that eating large amounts of hot dogs is potentially hazardous and is
an uncomfortable activity. I should not enter unless I am medically capable. 

I realize that this is in good fun and possibly bad taste, but I agree to be a
good sport. I agree to abide by any decision of the contest officials and all the
contestant rules. I assume all risks associated with eating in this type of
event including but not limited to indigestion, that gross stuffed feeling,
contact with other contestants, choking, and a general dislike for hot dogs
after I am done, and all such risks being known and appreciated by me. 

Having read this wavier and knowing these facts and in consideration of you
accepting my entry, I, for myself and anyone entitled to act on my behalf,
waive and release Brown County, their representatives, and sponsors from all
claims of liabilities of any kind arising out of my participation in this event. I
also understand that The Brown County Fair is not liable for however weird I
choose to make myself look.
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